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 Introduction
This paper describes how to use the Brilliant Instruments BI220 Time Interval Analyzer/Counter [2]
along with the Stable32 software [3] to make TDEV and MTIE wander measurements on a frequency
source.

 Wander
Wander means to move about without a fixed course. In the telecommunications industry, wander refers
to long-term timing variations with a frequency below 10 Hz, while variations above 10 Hz are called
jitter. In the frequency control field, wander relates to the medium and long-term stability of the timing
source. Wander is therefore a time-domain measure of clock stability at observation times of (say) 0.1
second and longer [1].
Wander is caused by three main factors:
1. Frequency offset and aging in the timing source.
2. Noise mechanisms in the timing source and distribution network.
3. Environmental sensitivity (e.g., temperature, EMI, etc.) affecting the system.
Wander is characterized by several statistical measures [8]. The fundamental parameter is the time
interval error (TIE), the difference between the actual and ideal clock readings. Several statistics have
been devised to characterize TIE in the time domain. Some of these are similar to the familiar standard or
rms deviation but tailored to gracefully handle the more divergent that occur in frequency sources. Others
are based on peak values are specifically intended to characterize telecommunications timing systems.
The statistics of particular interest here are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TIE
ADEV
MDEV
TDEV
TIE rms
MTIE

Time interval error is the data type used for these statistics.
Allan deviation is the most common measure of frequency stability.
Modified Allan deviation using phase averaging is the basis for the TDEV statistic.
Time deviation is the most common measure of time stability.
TIE rms is simply the rms value of the time fluctuations.
MTIE is a peak measure of time error.

TDEV and MTIE are the most commonly-used measures of wander. TDEV is closely related to the
underlying noise mechanisms of a frequency source. In particular, TDEV is based on the MDEV statistic
which is directly related to the power law noise types used to characterize a frequency source [8]. The
relationship between MTIE and these noise types is more complex because of the peak nature of the
MTIE statistic that depends on the amplitude distribution of the noise process [9, 10]. One must, in
principle, limit the time span that the clock is observed to prevent the MTIE value from becoming infinite.
Wander in a telecommunication system is often measured with a specialized instrument, and the results
generally include all aspects of the system. The measured time interval error is what it is. Specifying and
measuring the wander of a frequency source by itself is somewhat different because one must make
assumptions about the way it is utilized in the host system. In particular, the host system may provide

initial and/or periodic synchronization and syntonization (phase and frequency adjustments),
environmental compensation and other disciplining of the source. The fundamental wander contribution
by the source is due to its noise, and that is the main thrust of the measurements described herein. Thus it
is reasonable to operate the device under test in a well-controlled environment and to remove any
systematic frequency offset before analyzing the source performance. The effect of frequency aging is
relatively minor unless the measurements extend over a long period of time.
A significant phase transient is rare for a frequency source, and would cause a corresponding flat MTIE
value until it is exceeded by another larger effect. Frequency offset causes a linear increase in MITE
versus observation time, . Source noise mechanisms cause the MTIE to increase with a slope depending
on the noise type (e.g., flat for white PM noise, increasing as √ for white FM noise). Some examples of
those MTIE effects are shown below:

Figure 1. 1 ns Phase Step

Figure 2. 1x10-9 Frequency Offset

Figure 3. White PM Noise 1x10-10 at 1 Second

Figure 4. White FM noise 1x10-10 at 1 Second
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Because MTIE is a peak measure of time interval
error, it tends to increase as the number of samples
becomes larger. Figure 5 shows this effect for a
100,000-point, 0.1 second set of simulated white
PM noise having a y(1s)=1x10-10 and no
frequency offset or drift for averaging factors of 1,
10 and 100 corresponding to 100k, 10k and 1k data
points.

Figure 5. MITE versus # Samples Analyzed

 Measurement System
The Brilliant Instruments BI220 Time Interval Analyzer/Counter [2] was used for the measurements
described below along with a GPS-calibrated Efratom LPRO rubidium frequency standard as a reference
source.

 Measurement Methodology
The measurement methodology was simply to set up the BI220 for an externally-referenced channel A
TIE measurement, capture the resulting data stream to a file, and analyze those data for TDEV and MTIE
with Stable32.

 Test Setup
The setup for the BI220 TDEV and MTIE measurements is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Test Setup
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 Bi220 Virtual Instrument Panel
The BI220 TIA/Counter comes with a Windows virtual front panel application called BiVirt which can be
used to set up and control its measurements. See Figure 7 and Page 2 of Appendix I for pictures of the
main BiVirt screen with data table, statistics and plot displays.
The preferred way to use the Bi220 and BiVirt to acquire TIE data for a TDEV and/or MTIE analysis is to
select the TIE measurement option and enter the nominal frequency of the source under test. But it is also
acceptable to make average frequency measurements over each measurement interval, scale them to
fractional frequency and convert those to phase data by numerical integration. Those latter steps can be
performed with Stable32, and the frequency-to-phase integration is correct because the frequency data are
obtained with zero dead time.
The BiVirt setups are divided into three groups of screens:
1. Instrument – Set up the Bi220 timebase and external clock input impedance.
2. Measurement – Set up the measurement function, inputs, blocks, block size, inputs and arming.
3. Displays – Set up one or more displays, including plots, statistics and data streaming to a file.
These measurement setup screens are shown in the table below for a 10,000-point, 0.1 second, channel A
100 MHz TIE measurement using an external 10 MHz reference clock. Note that not all options are
shown. See Reference 8 for more details about these setup screens and Bi220/BiVirt usage.
Table I. Typical Bi220 Virtual Instrument Setup
Group
Instrument
Measurement

Section/Type

General

Inputs
Arming
Display 1 (Plot)
Display 2 (Statistics)

General
Graph
General

Display 3 (Streaming)

Digital
General
Table
Streaming

Item
Timebase
Ext Clk Impedance
Function
Channel
Polarity
# Blocks
Meas/Block
Ch A Impedance
Ch A Threshold
Block Arm
Start Arm
Function
Scaling, Colors, Labels, etc.
Function
TIE Reference
Items to Show
Function
Math
Columns to Show
Enable Streaming
Save to File
Filename
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Setting
Ext 10 MHz
50 
TIA 1C1E
A
↑
1
10,000
50 
0 Volts
Immediate
Every 0.1 second
TIE
Defaults
TIE
100 MHz
All
TIE
None
Meas Point (only)
Yes
Yes
Enter

In addition, the Bi220 has several calibration functions that should be used occasionally as described in its
User Guide [7].

 Bi220 Command Line Interface
The BI220 TIA/Counter also comes with several command line interface sample programs, including
Sample06CPP.exe which can be used as a convenient way to perform a streaming measurement. The best
way to use this program seems to be to make a zero dead time high resolution frequency measurement and
integrate those results to obtain phase data for a TIErms and MTIE analysis. An example of that
program’s command line usage is as follows:
Sample06CPP freq_avg 1000 bt 0.1 0 0 C:\Data\BiData 1 1 0
This command invokes the Sample06CPP program to perform 1000 tau=0.1 second “by-time” frequency
average measurements with 0 volt input signal thresholds, streaming the results to a base filename called
BiData in the folder C:\Data\ using a 10 MHz external clock and showing the data as it is acquired. Thus
method apparently does not directly support TIE measurements.

 Noise Floor
The noise floor of the Bi220 measuring system was evaluated by applying a coherent 100 MHz input
signal from a phase locked oscillator multiplier (PLOM) and making both zero dead time frequency and
time interval error measurements as shown in Appendix III. The instrument has white PM noise that
corresponds to a TDEV of about 10 ps at 1 second and an MTIE level slightly below 0.2 ns at 1 second.
A longer 100,000-point 0.1 second run was also performed with essentially identical results, as shown in
Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7. BiVirt Screen for 100,000-Point 0.1 Second Coherent Noise Test
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Figure 8a. TIE Data

Figure 8b. Allan Deviation Plot

Figure 8c. TDEV Plot

Figure 8d. MTIE Plot

Bi220 100 MHz Coherent Noise Floor Measurements

 Other Measurement Instruments
Wander measurements can be made with three basic types of instrument:
1. General purpose counters. In this context, counter refers to an interpolating reciprocal electronic
frequency counter or similar event time tagging instrument that can make relatively high resolution
zero dead time frequency and/or time interval measurements. The more sophisticated of those
instruments are called time interval analyzers (TIA). These may be stand-alone instruments or boards
that plug into a personal computer. An example of the former is the Stanford Research Model SR620,
while an example of the latter is the Brilliant Instruments BI220 TIA/Counter used for these
measurements. Those instruments generally require that their data be captured for subsequent analysis
by specialized software like Stable32.
2. High resolution clock measuring systems. This category refers mainly to heterodyne type
arrangements such as a dual mixer time difference (DMTD) system that provide very high resolution
6

and low noise. They may use analog mixers and zero crossing detectors or high speed analog to
digital conversion followed by digital signal processing. Examples of those instruments are the
Symmetricom 5110A and 5125A respectively. Those instruments may include internal firmware and
displays for showing their results, but probably need to be supplemented by specialized analysis
software for TDEV and MTIE.
3. Specialized telecom instruments. Specialized instruments are available to directly measure telecomspecific stability statistics like jitter and wander, and they often include performance masks for
specific telecom requirements. They may handle only certain telecom signal formats, or include more
general input capabilities. An example of this type of instrument is the Spectracom STA-61.
The utility of the Brilliant Instruments BI220 has been demonstrated in this report and in Reference [6]. It
accepts signals up to 2.5 GHz (400 MHz direct without prescaler), and requires that its (e.g., TIE) data be
captured and analyzed externally for TDEV and MTIE results.
The Symmetricom 5125A [4] is the top-of-the line of a family of superb clock measurement instruments
with excellent resolution, noise floor and general measurement capabilities, including phase noise data
that can be converted to time jitter. It is often used along with Stable32 for in-depth analysis. The
5125A can measure signals up to 400 MHz.
My knowledge of the STA-61 [5] is limited to the information on its data sheet. The 0.2 ns resolution
sounds adequate but one should verify its noise floor. Its TDEV and MTIE displays seem nice, and it can
export data to Stable32.
The BI220 is obviously the most economical choice even though it requires a PC to operate. All of these
instruments also require a suitable frequency reference, either a low-noise ovenized crystal oscillator or a
rubidium frequency standard. The Spectracom STA-61 has an internal rubidium oscillator and is
available with an optional GPS receiver. The other instruments require an external reference. TDEV and
MTIE analysis functions are integral to the STA-61, but all of the instruments either need or would
benefit from the Stable32 software.
Regarding the frequency reference, while a frequency standard grade ovenized crystal oscillator could
serve as an adequate reference for relatively short observation times, a small commercial rubidium
oscillator such as the ones made by Symmetricom and Stanford Research is recommended for this
application. Absolute frequency calibration is not necessary for an independent wander measurement
where the frequency offset is removed, but can be accomplished by means of a GPS time and frequency
receiver. Those devices are often combined with a rubidium oscillator to form a traceable laboratory time
and frequency standard.

 Conclusion
The Brilliant Instruments BI220 is recommended, along with the Stable32 software and a suitable
frequency reference, as a simple, reasonably convenient, low cost and effective way to make TDEV and
MTIE wander measurements.
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Appendix I Data Sheet for BI220
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Appendix II Data Sheet for Stable32
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Appendix III

Coherent 100 MHz Noise Floor Test
of a Brilliant Instruments BI220 Time Interval Analyzer
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Figure 1. Test Setup – Coherent 100 MHz Phase-Locked Oscillator Multiplier
This coherent arrangement measures the noise floor of the measurement system.

Figure 2. Tau=0.1 Second Frequency Data
The average frequency is exactly 100 MHz thus verifying the instrument accuracy.
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Figure 3. Frequency Stability – White PM Instrument Noise Floor
White PM noise is expected from the BI220 analog interpolation circuits.

Figure 4. MTIE of Integrated Frequency Data
The frequency data has zero dead time so it can be used in this way.
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Figure 5. Tau=0.1 Second TIE Data
TIE data is preferred for an MTIE measurement

Figure 6. Frequency Stability: 5.5x10-11 1-Second White PM Instrument Noise Floor
Consistent with that of the Figure 3 frequency measurement.
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Figure 4. MTIE of TIE Data: 0.19 ns at 1-Second Instrument Noise Floor
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